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  •  Failure of deterministic efficient causation 
        
  •  Heisenberg’s analysis of measurement 

  •  Heisenberg’s appeal to Aristotelian causation 

  •  Quantifying potentia in QM 

  •  Plenitude and objective quantum chance 

  •  Quantum potentiality and probability 
  

Quantum Potentiality and Chance



The Classical Ideal: Deterministic, Efficient 
Causation

CA B

“We ought. . . to regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its 
anterior state and as the cause of the one which is to follow.  

Given for one instant an intelligence which could comprehend all the forces by 
which nature is animated and the respective situation of the beings who compose it
—an intelligence sufficiently vast to submit these data to analysis— 

it would embrace in the same formula the movements of the greatest bodies of 
the universe and those of the lightest atom; for it, nothing would be uncertain, 
and the future, as well as the past, would be present to its eyes.”  

- Laplace (1820)



In the lead up to QM, causation was viewed as deterministic and efficient:    

Physical behavior (motion) is uniquely determined by an immediate state 
- natural laws as differential equations, with initial/boundary conditions, 
   provide solutions that are ordinary, time-parameterized functions,     
  whether or not they are being measured

Causation as Deterministic, Efficient

CA B

!⟩|With the discovery of QM, laws of motion became those of quantum states 
and measurement become distinguished from other sorts of processes



Such causation fails at the atomic scale,  

given the nature of and evolution of quantum states 

There is no single formula encompassing all of physics,  

atomic to celestial: there is a failure of the fundamental 

law of motion upon the measurement of small objects 

Causation as Deterministic, Efficient

CA B

!⟩|

The Copenhagen view



!⟩|

“… through experimental determination, we select out of the multitude 
of different possibilities [for complex probability amplitudes] a 
definite one, m. At the same time we disturb everything that was still 
contained in the phase relations between [them]” 

                                    —  Heisenberg, Z. für Physik 43, 172-198 (1927)

Non-deterministic State Change 
During Measurement 

Heisenberg then sought to understand the novelties of 
the measurement process using the new formalism 

The Copenhagen view



The “cut”
Object system S Apparatus system A

Quantum Mechanics Classical Mechanics

!⟩| Classical state 

and properties

Quantum state 

 and observables

the cut can be moved as far as desired this way 
without affecting predictions (perfect correlation)

Measurement Scheme:
classical apparatus A correlates 

with its quantum object S

      

q-numbers C-numbers: 

a is classically interpretable " is non-classical

⟷ Pa"

a"

                                                                        

The eigenvalue spectrum provides the set of possible values  
 



Probabilistic                   ?

The state      itself is determined by law between measurements 
but cannot be during measurement or precisely describe all properties

!⟩|

- Birkhoff and von Neumann (1936)
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Causation

Heisenberg would eventually turn to 
Aristotelian notions of causation 

to understand measurement processes



Cf. https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-causality/#FouCau

Aristotelian                     and Explanation

Knowledge of a thing is the ability to provide a causal explanation of the actual 

                                                            - Aristotle, Physics, 194 b 17–20

Heisenberg made use of elements of Aristotelian science,  
to restore                  and to explain “subtle” property relations

(potentia)                 (actus) 

First: What is             is so because it was potentially so 

causation

actual

Causation



(also potency, potential, capacity, power, strength, force etc., 
                 which have other physical connotations in English)

Fundamental in Aristotle’s theory of                 ,
potentia is always together with actus (               )
but causation takes several forms

Aristotle and State Change

(potentia)                 (actus) 

causation

(potentia)                 (actus) 

Dunamis in ancient Greek denotes possibility



The four sorts of cause, only the efficient cause generally accepted in physics:

• The material cause: “that out of which”

• e.g., the bronze of a statue. Current example: SYSTEM MASS, ENERGY…

• The formal cause: “the form”

• e.g., the shape of a statue.  Current example: SORT OF SYSTEM, DIMENSIONALITY

• The efficient cause: “the primary source of the change or rest” 

• e.g., the father of a child. Current example: THE PREVIOUS STATE

• The final cause (telos): “the end, that for the sake of which a process is carried out” “naturally”

• e.g., health as the end of walking.  REJECTED IN RECENT PHYSICS

Cf. https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-causality/#FouCau

Aristotelian Causation and Explanation

temporal

(potentia)                 (actus) 



Aristotle’s Potential and Actual 
for “natural” processes

(potentia)                 (actus) 

                                                                        

- Aristotle

In               motion, the final cause is primarynatural



Quantum Measurement and Causation

But Heisenberg used actualization upon measurement  
       and rendered it in a                      way without teleology 

Yet measuring system A interacting with measured system S,  

 is an                intervention into natural motion

resulting state of S; possible value$k⟩|

      when O is measured        

prepared quantum state of S 

N.B.: natural motion is described by the Schrödinger evolution.  

(potentia)                 (actus) 

external

quantitative

O $k⟩ = ok |$k⟩|∋ok



Aristotle saw causation in time as involving possibility giving rise to actuality

Leibniz had meanwhile called probability ‘graded possibility’  

Heisenberg connected this possibility aspect of causation to probability:

quantum probability             as

“a                        version of the “potentia” of Aristotle’’

Quantum Probability as Graded Potentiality

(potentia)                 (actus) 

quantitative

How was the probability incorporated, and where does it come from?

Heisenberg’s Innovation: Formalizing potentia



The Quantum State & Potentia 

potentia are , , ci ∊ℂthe components of 

The state |ψ⟩ is a catalogue of objective potentia

- Heisenberg

                                                                        
^
-n actual

,  ci  ∊ℂ    Potentia are the components                       of        ,  



This causation is internal to the system,  

Quantifying Potentiality 
appears straightforward

,  ci ∊ℂ  Potentia are the components                       of        ,  

Their squares are probabilities                            (Born)



No Teleology in Quantum Theory

- Shimony

                                                                        

Questioning the Reference to Potentia

These probabilities may express objective indefiniteness,  

      but not             .



Explaining Quantum Measurements
    via potentia without teleology

   Knowledge of a thing is the ability to provide a causal explanation of the actual 

                                                         - Aristotle, Physics, 194 b 17–20

Measurement as Chancy Causation: external intervention of apparatus disrupt        
              the natural motion (law-like motion), spontaneous efficient causation

GJ, “Quantum Potentiality Revisited” 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London A 375, 20160390 (2017)



Grounding the Quantification of Potentiality 
in the Chance of Quantum Measurement 

‘A state of affairs or process which is not precluded will occur’ 

Plenitude Principle

Actualization without           :          



Quantum Measurement

Due external contact of System with Apparatus + Environment

Measurement in Heisenberg’s  
“Copenhagen Interpretation”

Quantum actualization in measurement is:

Spontaneous, an event disrupting the natural, unitary evolution

Heisenberg’s innovation to potentia  was using complex vector space  
  to quantify potentia. He viewed their probabilities as objective

- Heisenberg

$k⟩|

GJ Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London A 375, 20160390 (2017)



- Heisenberg

resulting state

      whenever O is measured.           with probability

prepared state
For sharp observables O,  there is actualization

$k⟩|

Measurement in Heisenberg’s  
“Copenhagen Interpretation”



“Reduction of the wave packet” ({pi}➞{1,0} in ℝ)

                                                                                        - Heisenberg

Is the Actualization of Potentiality Classical?

Objectivity of Actualization  
vs. Reduction of Wave packet

$k⟩| ⟩ |$k

GJ ""Wave-packet Reduction" and the Quantum Character of the Actualization of Potentia” Entropy 19, 51 (2017)



$k⟩| ⟩ |$k

                                                                        

Probability and Statistics 
(Individual and Ensemble Representations)

The ensemble description of systems involves

- objective elements:  “ ‘potentia’ in Aristotelian philosophy ” 

                                       
- subjective elements:    knowledge,“negligible in the pure case” 

    potentia ,

actualization, with
new objective state $k⟩|

“collapse,” w/ knowledge

Individual state Ensemble

!⟩| ⟩ |!
system opened to world

     before outcome is known

QUANTUM MEASUREMENT

GJ Entropy 19, 51 (2017).
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